Immature teratoma at umbilicus region presenting as exomphalos: A case report with review of literature
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ABSTRACT

Umbilical cord neoplasms are rare. Teratomas, which are accepted as the only true neoplasms at this site, are exceptional. These tumors are polymorphic in their presentation and are often associated with other abnormalities, with exomphalos being the most common abnormality. Histologically these tumors show mature tissues from all the three-germ layers. Immature elements as seen in our case are rare. Germ cells which have gone astray during embryonic development are thought to be the cells of origin of these tumors.
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INTRODUCTION

Teratomas are tumors composed of tissues from all the three-germ layers, often occurring in the gonads. Their occurrence in extragonadal sites is rare with umbilical cord being one such rare site. Review of literature showed only 16 cases of umbilical cord teratomas to have been reported so far, with five of them being associated with an exomphalos.[1-6] Herein we report a case of an immature teratoma of the umbilical cord in a preterm infant, which was misdiagnosed as an exomphalos on ultrasound, suggesting that an ultrasonographic in utero diagnosis of an abdominal wall mass with solid and cystic areas in the fetus should be viewed with suspicion.

CASE REPORT

A 22-year-old primigravida from rural setup went to an obstetrician in private practice for antenatal check-up. Ultrasound examination done as part of the check-up revealed a single live fetus of 20 weeks gestation with a small hypoechoic shadow in the anterior abdominal wall. No definite opinion was possible as the patient refused to undergo further investigations. She came for her next visit in the 9th month of gestation. Ultrasonography done then revealed a live fetus with an 112 mm × 80 mm × 58 mm mass protruding from the anterior abdominal wall with both hypoechoic and hyperechoic areas. A radiological diagnosis of an exomphalos was made. The obstetrician induced labor by administering misofestrone followed by misoprostol. The woman delivered a female baby weighing 2.650 kg with a mass protruding from the anterior abdominal wall along with a segment of small bowel.

The neonate was sent to a tertiary care hospital for specialist care on the 2nd day, wherein she developed bilious vomiting. Suspecting intestinal obstruction, emergency surgery was done. The surgeon found a partly skin covered nodular mass protruding from the anterior abdominal wall with the umbilical cord lateral to it, along with a normal segment of small bowel protruding out. Prominent veins were seen coursing over the anterior abdominal wall above the mass [Figure 1]. Intraoperatively the mass was found to contain nodules of adipose tissue covered over by skin with a peau de orange appearance...
along with firm gritty areas. It could be shelled out easily with attachment only at the umbilical ring. Duodenal atresia beyond the level of opening of the bile duct was noted intra-abdominally. A duodeno-duodenal anastamoses was done and the resected mass was sent for histopathological examination with a diagnosis of a teratoma. The neonate expired on the 2nd postoperative day due to hypothermia and sepsis.

**PATHOLOGIC FINDINGS**

The specimen consisted of 10 cm × 7 cm × 5 cm gray-white to yellowish nodular soft tissue mass with a part of the umbilical cord attached to it. Some of the nodules were covered with skin. Cut section of the skin covered nodules revealed adipose tissue while the other nodules showed cystic spaces along with solid, firm to gritty areas. Cut section of the cord revealed three-blood vessels.

Histologically the mass showed skin with dermal appendages, respiratory and intestinal type of epithelia along with pancreatic tissue. Loose connective tissue, adipose tissue, bone, cartilage, glial tissue and choroid plexus were also seen with neuroepithelial tubules predominating [Figure 2].

Based on these features a diagnosis of an immature teratoma Grade II was made.

**DISCUSSION**

Teratomas are the only true neoplasms of the umbilical cord. Like all other extragonadal teratoma, they are thought to develop from pluripotent or totipotent cells with diploid chromosome set that have not yet undergone the first meiotic division, and show various cytogenetic abnormalities often involving Ch. 1 and 12 along with hypoploid and hypertriploid chromosome numbers. They rarely contain immature elements as seen in our case.

Review of literature revealed 16 cases of umbilical cord teratomas identified at varying ages of gestation, ranging from 17 weeks to term. These tumors were polymorphic in presentation, with sizes ranging from 1.8 cm diameter to that of an infant’s head and occurred along the entire length of the cord.[6]

Most of the cases (12/16) were in females, and most were recognized after term delivery.[1-3,5,6] Associated abnormalities were seen in 8/16 cases reported. Exomphalos was the most common abnormality (5/8 cases), followed by an umbilical hernia, extrophy of the bladder and myelomeningocele with hydrocephalous in others.[1-6] One of the cases with exomphalos was associated with trisomy 13.[5]

Derivatives from all the three-germ layers are present with mature tissues occurring in most of the cases. Immature elements as seen in our case have been described in three other cases.[1,2,7] Two of these cases were identified at 17 weeks of gestation and in these cases their occurrence could probably correspond to the developmental stage of the fetus.[6] Hartz and van der Sar reported the presence of immature elements in a term infant.[10] The child described by them had two lesions, one in the umbilical cord which was resected after birth and another in the liver which grew and disseminated, leading to death of the child at the age of 4 months.

Immature teratomas occurring in infants often contain embryonic appearing neuroepithelial or neuroglial components, which may coexist with mature tissues. Their

![Figure 1: Clinical photograph at presentation](image1.png)

![Figure 2: Sections showing bone, cartilage and mature glial tissue. Inset showing neuroepithelial tubules (H and E, ×400)](image2.png)
presence, irrespective of the grade, is said to have no bearing on prognosis.[8]

With respect to the occurrence of two lesions in the case described by Hartz and van der Sar, the authors suggest that they could be independent tumors or that the tumor might have originated initially in the umbilical vein, part of which separated and got incorporated in the liver during the embryonal development.[9] Satgé et al. proposed that these two lesions may be due to the occurrence of two independent tumors or due to a metastatic teratoma originating from either of the sites, suggesting that not all teratomas of the umbilical cord are benign.[9]

Outcome in extragonadal teratomas is determined by the extent of resection of the tumor and presence of foci of yolk sac tumor in the neoplasm.[8] Presence of associated anomalies and surgical complications after correction of the congenital malformations also affect the outcome in these cases.

CONCLUSION

Umbilical cord teratomas are rare neoplasms which can be detected antenatally as solid and cystic masses simulating an exomphalos when present near the anterior abdominal wall, suggesting that a high index of suspicion is essential when an abdominal wall mass is detected in the fetus in utero. Prognosis in these cases is largely determined by the associated abnormalities.
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